WE’RE HIRING!
Frito-Lay is hiring Summer Temporary Employees in the Warehouse in Frankfort, IN

- Temps will work no more than 90 days from May-August
- Set schedule of 40 hours per week at a rate of $17.12/hr

How to apply:
- Go to www.fritolayemployment.com
- Job Code: Seasonal Warehouse/Material Handler (zip code 46041) Apply to Requisition #234280

Requirements:
- Must be at least 18
- Will be required to pass Frito-Lay Select Test
- Must pass a background & drug screen
- Will work 3 day work weeks plus one half day
- Will work either a day or night shift
  - Approximate shift times: 7:30a-7:30p, 7:30p-7:30a or 7:00a-7:00p, 7:00p-7:00a

Frito-Lay Select Test Tips:
- Answer all questions!
- For example, “What work experience do you have?”
- DO NOT ANSWER ZERO! Make sure you talk about clubs/sports/volunteer opportunities that you have completed.